Abstract

This field research project gives students a first-hand experience of the diversity within Hinduism and Hindu communities in the Los Angeles area. Small groups of students will also be required to present their experiences to their peers.

The project was designed for students a semester-long World Religions course for seniors at Notre Dame High School in Sherman Oaks, California – a coeducational private Catholic high school with a student population of 1,230.

Broader Curriculum

This course covers the history and development of a number of religious traditions. It is also important for students to understand how these traditions are lived today in different areas in the world, and particularly here in Los Angeles. Often what is learned from a textbook is limited to the ideals presented about each religion, so it is essential to offer experiences that expose students to the lived practice and diversity within each religious tradition.

Practical Details

Throughout the course, students are required to work on projects in groups of four or five. For this project, each group will visit a Hindu place of worship of their choice. The project can also be adapted, fairly easily, for the study of other religious traditions. Students will visit Hindu temples in the area to observe/participate in prayer experiences, and interview both practitioners and priests. When they return to the class they will present what they have experienced and learned. They'll also turn in the responses of the people they interviewed at the temple.

The following pages include: 1) a sample handout for students, explaining the assignment; 2) a list of suggested Hindu sites in the Los Angeles area; 3) a series of questions to guide student observations of these sites and interviews with community members; and 4) self-evaluation and evaluation forms for the assignment.

(A special thanks to my colleague Scott Poteet, who helped develop the questions students use on their fieldwork visits.)
We all drink from one water
We all breathe from one air
We rise from one ocean
And we live under one sky

~ Anwar Fazal
Hindu Temple Group Project • Student Assignment

This group project requires you to visit a Hindu Temple. This activity will enable you to see what you have learned come to life as you visit the temple, participate in a service, speak with a Brahmin and a layperson. You will do the following:

1. Select a group of 4 or 5 people to be in your group
2. Select a first, second, third and fourth choice of the temple at which you would like to spend some time experiencing.
3. Arrange to visit the site long before you go
4. Do research on the religion before you go (review your notes on the chapter on Hinduism as well as your notes on Puja. Read the section on Hinduism in *How to Be a Perfect Stranger: The Essential Religious Etiquette Handbook*, pp. 100 - 109
5. Ask if you may take pictures of the place, the worship service and the person (s) you will be interviewing
6. Everyone in the group must attend
7. A picture of the entire group at the place of worship is required
8. Fill in the sheet with all the questions.
9. Due Date: to be determined when school begins; however students will be given three weeks to complete this assignment

On the due date you will turn in and do the following:

1. Do a PowerPoint presentation of (no less than 5 slides) of your visit in which you will tell the class which temple you visited, what you expected you might see there and any apprehensions you had prior to your arrival, tell them about the temple, where it was located, what it looked like, what the service was like, and share information about the interview. You should include pictures of the temple (outside and inside), the service, and the person(s) interviewed. The presentation will last no longer than 15 to 20 minutes.
2. Turn in the packet with your answers written neatly in them.
3. Turn in your evaluation sheets.
4. This project is worth 100 points (70 points for the group and 30 points for your personal contribution).
5. At the next class period you will have an opportunity to discuss the differences you noticed about the type of Hinduism your peers encountered in their visits. We will do this in small group discussions and share those discussions with the rest of the class.
PLACES YOU MAY WISH TO VISIT
(BUT YOU ARE NOT LIMITED TO THESE PLACES)

Hindu Temple Society of Southern CA
1600 Las Virgenes Canyon Rd
Calabasas, CA 91302
Phone: 818 880 5552

Temple Hours:
The temple is open every day of the year. http://www.hindutemple southerncalifornia.org/undefined
Summer hours: 9:00 A.M to 12:30 Noon and 5 P.M to 8 P.M.
Winter hours: 9:00 A.M to 12:30 Noon and 5 P.M to 7 P.M.

Valley Hindu Temple
18700 Roscoe Blvd
Northridge, CA 91324
(818) 772-7736

Temple Hours:
Monday to Saturday, 8:00 am - 12:00 pm and 4:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Sunday, 8.00 am - 8.00 pm

Vedanta Society of Southern California
1946 Vedanta Place
Hollywood, CA 90068
323-465-7114

The Hare Krishna Temple (ISKCON)
3764 Watseka Ave.
LA, CA 90034
(310) 836-2676
Questions to help you discuss your impressions of your visit to the Hindu, ISKCON, or Vedanta, Temple, etc.

Before you go, what do you expect to see?

What are some thoughts about going to a new religious place? Do you have any apprehensions or concerns?

When you look at the temple what do you see? How do you feel about it?

When you go inside, describe what you see? What seems to be the focal point?

Are there pews, chairs, cushions on which the people sit?
Are there statues or images of God or gods, a founder or saints?

Are there any smells that stand out (incense, candle wax, etc.)? Describe what you smell.

Are there people around? What are they doing?

What is the service like? Who leads the service? What do they do? What do the people do? How is it different from what you usually do at worship?

Answer this question at home. How do you feel now that you have been there? What impressions of the religion do you have?
Questions You May Want To Ask A Priest, monk or devotee:

**How long have you been a priest (monk Devotee)?**

**Why did you become a priest (monk Devotee)?**

**What does a priest (monk Devotee)? do all day?**

**What is your relationship with the local community?**
What is the most important thing that you believe?

What can you as a priest (monk Devotee)? do to help Los Angeles face its many problems?

As a Hindu, member of sicken or Vedantist what do you believe are the biggest problems in Los Angeles? What can you teach us that would help us with this problem?
Questions You May Want To Ask A Layperson:

Why are you a Hindu (member of ISKCON, Vedantist)?

What does it mean to you to be a Hindu (member of ISKCON, Vedantist)?

What do you believe most about your religion?

How often do you go to temple?
Why do you go to the temple?

Do you pray? To whom or to what do you pray? What do you expect to happen as a result of your prayer?

What do you think are the main problems in Los Angeles today?

How Can Hindus (members of ISKCON, Vedantists) help with the problems of Los Angeles?
World Religions: Eastern Traditions
Place of Worship Group Project
Self Evaluation

Temple Visited: ____________________________________________

Your Name: ________________________________________________

Members of Group: __________________________________________

PERSONAL GRADE:____ include a grade you believe you earned and check off all items that apply below: (27-30=A; 24-26=B; 21-23=C; 18-20=D)

_____ I have given evidence of visiting a place of worship
_____ I have given evidence of attending a service
_____ I have given evidence of an interview with a minister (monk etc)
_____ I have given evidence of an interview with a layperson
_____ I have included picture of myself at the temple
_____ I was present on the day of our presentation
   (if not: the reason you are not present: ____________________________)

COMMENTS: Here you could anything you would like to add about your experience or about what it was like to work with your group.
Temple Group Project Group evaluation

Temple Visited: ________________________________________________________________

Members of Group: ____________________________________________________________

GROUP GRADE: ______ / 70 (63-70=A; 56-62=B; 49-55=C; 42-48 D)

Check all that apply. If any are left unchecked, explain why in the comments section.

___ evidence of visiting the temple
___ evidence of attending a service
___ evidence of an interview with a monk / priest / devotee
___ evidence of an interview with a layperson
___ PowerPoint presentation: minimum five legible slides
___ picture of the place of worship
___ picture of everyone at the place of worship
___ 15 to 20 minute presentation
___ cover sheet and packet turned in

COMMENTS: